
Launcells’ Footpaths

Footpath Number 11 - Moreton Mill to Parish
Road West of Lower Pigsdon

Description of Path

 Footpath 11, at about ¾ mile long, is the longest of the accessible Public
Footpaths in the Parish.  It runs from Moreton Mill (the one on the
Launcells' side of the Tamar) to the parish road near the entrance to
Pigsdon Quarry.  It crosses open pastures, some with livestock, and between
some of the farm buildings of Lower Pigsdon Farm.  There are three stiles
and a number of field gates - some of which have been tied closed on my
recent visits (mid-2013).

The Launcells’ Footpath Challenge

Footpath Number 11 - Moreton Mill to Parish Road
West of Lower Pigsdon

Walking the Path
  Circular route, including parish lanes - approx. 1½ miles.  Roadside parking
is limited at either end of the footpath (or, realistically, anywhere on the
route) so choose your place carefully, bearing in mind the HGVs driving to and
from the quarry.
 From the quarry road end: the footpath starts at a field gate set back
from the road in trees, on the right of the road when approached from
Moreton Pound.  At the field gate into Lower Pigsdon, turn left and follow the
track between the farm buildings, then leave the farm to the right of a new
poultry house.  Cross two fields, over a stile, then cross the corner of a third
field, over the stream (with a stile at each end of the bridge) and through the
grounds of Moreton Mill, out to the parish road.
 If starting from Moreton Mill, the public Footpath starts at a gate into
the garden between the house and the road bridge. Go over the grass bank and
then head down towards the footbridge, cross the first field corner and
another stile, then up the hill to Lower Pigsdon. Pass between the barns, then
across two fields to reach the parish road near the quarry.
 From either end of the footpath, follow the parish road, via Moreton
Pound, to the other end of the footpath or the start point of your walk.

The Challenge
 Even if you have walked this path before, I ask you to do it again!
 Approach it with an open mind, looking for something new.  Some ideas of
changing features to look out for: livestock - cattle, sheep, horses; birds -
nesting, singing, or flying; wildlife - foxes, badgers, mice, or voles, (even moles,
with enough patience!); hedgerows, crops, farm machinery & equipment; the
views, the weather; and so on ........
 In addition to 'new' features out there to be found, this walk presently
requires a bit of care when negotiating the field gates and finding your way
through the farm buildings at Lower Pigsdon. Let me know of any problems.
 No prizes for your observations, but let me (or the Editor) know and we
can tell the Parish what is 'out there' in our countryside.

Dave Richardson
November 2013


